In this work, we make an investigation on the preferences of orientations between amino acids using the orientation defined based on the local geometry of the amino acids concerned. It is found that there are common preferences of orientations (70 • , 30 • , 140 • ) and (110 • , 340 • , 100 • ) for various pairs of amino acids. Different side chains may strengthen or weaken the common preferences, which is related to the effect of packing. Some amino acids having specific local flexibility may possess some preferences of orientations besides the common ones, such as (10 • , 280 • , 210 • ). Another analysis on the pairs of the amino acids with different secondary-structure preferences shows that the directional interaction may affect the distribution of orientation more effectively than the packing or local flexibility. All these results provide us some insight of the organization of amino acids in protein, and their relation with some related interactions.
Introduction
As a kind of important biopolymer, proteins regularly fold to some specific structures (known as the native structures) to fulfil their biological functions. Various kinds of proteins have different native structures, which have some intrinsic regularities, such as α-helices, β-sheets, and further highlevel architectures. [1] Physically, these regularities are the results of the interactions between the amino acid residues. As a consequence, to understand the interactions from the regularities of protein structures is an interesting inverse problem and a useful idea in protein studies, [2−7] which has become a fundamental formulism of knowledge-based protein analysis. There are many kinds of interactions in protein systems. Some of them are isotropic, and some others are directional, such as hydrogen bonds. Many experiments and simulation studies suggest that the directional interactions do contribute to the formation and stabilization of the secondary structures and the complementary packing of side chains. [8−10] The structural statistics by Thornton's group [11] also suggests the importance of the directional interactions.
To understand the effect of directional interactions in the construction of protein structures is an interesting task, which is under active development. [6] Presently, the studies mainly focus on the orientations of side chains of residues. [6, 12] The orientational information between backbone bonds, which is related to the basic topology of proteins, has not attracted much attention except the finding of the Ramachandran plot for the local dihedral angles. To what extent the directional interactions contribute to the formation of the overall topology of a protein chain and how much information is included in the orientations of the bonds at backbone level are still open questions. The statistics on the orientational information of backbones is a good entry to understand the directional interactions. The answers to these questions would be instructive for building better coarse-grain models.
In our work, we setup local reference frames (LRFs) based on backbone bonds, and define the orientation based on the projection between the LRFs concerned. A systematic statistics on the orientations is made for all kinds of pairs of amino acids. The common features are analysed in detail. Some specific orientations are investigated. Furthermore, by comparing the orientations of residues concerning some secondary-structure features, we illustrate the effect of directional interactions on the orientations. In a word, our work give out some detailed information of orientational arrangement of backbones which may benefit the future molecular modelling.
Model and method

Contacts between residues
Contacts are defined between two spatially neighbouring amino acids. The contacts are often related to interactions in coarse-grain models. Practically, there are various kinds of definitions for contacts. [13−16] A heavy-atom-based definition for contacts is employed in this paper. That is, two residues with the sequence indices i and j could form a contact when they have at least one pair of neighbouring heavy atoms (namely non-hydrogen atoms) whose distance is smaller than 5Å. This kind of contacts show a large similarity to those defined with sophisticated CSU software, [13] and have more information than the definition based on the C α atoms only. Besides the threshold for spatial distance between atoms (5Å), the sequential separation of a contact, which is defined as the loop length |j − i|, is required not smaller than 4. This requirement is based on the fact that the possible contacts with a short sequential distance are not the results of direct interactions but the results of local chemical constraints. This kind of filtering is regularly considered in the literature. [14, 15, 17] 2.2. Local reference frames of residues and orientations between them
As building blocks of proteins, amino acids are not isotropically spherical objects. Therefore, not only the distance but also the orientation are both important for describing the relation between contacted residues. Here, we mainly concentrate on the features of the orientations between the concerned pairs of amino acids. Same as many intermediate-level models, the side chain of an amino acid could be simply represented. At this level, the protein chains can be rebuilt from the traces of backbone atoms. Therefore, to consider the orientational information of amino acids from their backbone atoms (namely the atoms C α , N , C) is reasonable and meaningful.
To describe the placement of an amino acid in space, a LRF is defined (as shown in Fig.1(a) ). Mathematically, a coordinate system is defined based on the vectors of C α -related chemical bonds, as
, in the amino acid concerned. Here, X represents the position vector of atom X, with X = C α , C, N . For simplicity, an orthogonal coordinate system is implemented practically. In details, the atom C α is located at the origin of the frame, the bond −−−−−→ C α − N is placed on X axis, and the normal vector of the plane C − 4C α − N is taken as the Z axis. Considering the chirality of natural amino acids, we regularly pick up the direction of the cross product −−−−−→ C α − N × −−−−−→ C α − C as the positive direction of Z axis. Consequently, the Y axis is the cross product of the unit vector of Z axis and that of X axis as Y = Z × X. The set of three localgeometry-related axes builds up the LRF. The relative positions of atoms of amino acids can be reproduced from this LRF. With the definition of the local geometry of the amino acids along the backbone, the orientation of one amino acid b with respect to the amino acid a could be described based on the projection of the LRF of b onto the LRF of a. Operationally, three angles (marked as θ, φ, and ψ shown in Fig.1(b) ) are defined to describe the orientational relation between the two residues.
These angles satisfy the relations
with cos δ = (
The set of these three angles uniquely describes spatial placement of one amino acid relative to another. Indeed, the orientation may be affected by the distance between the two residues. Here, we omit the distance-dependent effect.
For two amino acids with indices i and j, it is easy to find out that the projection angles from the amino acid i to the amino acid j are different from the angles projecting amino acid j to the amino acid i, though both choices reflect the relation of the same pair of amino acids. Considering that there is a sequential order for protein chains (namely, the difference between C-terminus and N-terminus), the above two kinds of projections might both be meaningful. In our statistics, for the amino acid pair (i,j) with i < j, the projection from amino acid j to amino acid i is marked as positive projection, and the projection from amino acid i to j is marked as negative projection.
Data source and classification
In our study, 900 proteins are extracted from AS-TRAL SCOP 1.69. [18] The set of sequences with less than 40% identity to each other is adopted. These proteins are randomly selected from the ASTRAL set. Different trials for the set of proteins were also carried out (data are not given here), which have consistent results. In our statistics, all the contacted pairs are classified based on the types of amino acids. Considering the projection order, there are totally 420 kinds of pairs. For a certain kind of pairs of amino acids, there are various kinds of configurations (thus orientations) for these two kinds of amino acids. These projection angles concerned are collected for further building up of the distribution of orientations in the space of projection angles. Practically, the space of projection angles is discretized. We split the whole ranges of the angles θ, φ, and ψ into 18, 36, and 36 bins, respectively. 
Results and discussion
Based on the basic geometrical knowledge, the quantities cos(θ), cos(φ), and cos(ψ) are uniformly distributed in the region [−1, 1] for two amino acids with random orientations. However, the actual distribution of orientations is rather different from this distribution related to random orientations (see Fig.2(a) ). Especially, the peaks for random orientations disappear in the actual distributions, while some new peaks emerge in actual cases. This indicates that the orientations between amino acids in proteins are not random. Compared with isotropic orientations in the random case, the new peaks in actual cases suggest some preferences of orientations between some certain amino acids. The complex interactions introduce some orders into the packing of amino acids. More interestingly, there are some common features for the preferences between various kinds of pairs of amino acids, which are described in the following subsection. This may be concerned with the basic interactions of amino acids. Some preferences for specific kinds of amino acid pairs are also discussed, which demonstrates the speciality of various amino acids. Furthermore, the investigation related to the secondary-structure preferences is described in the final section, indicating the effect of directional interactions on the orientations.
Common preferences of the orientations for all pairs of amino acids
For all the pairs between amino acids, there are mainly two common preferences of orientations. That is, in the space of projection angles, there are two highly populated zones, which are marked as zone I and zone II, respectively (as shown in Fig.2(b) positions for other types of amino acids. In each zone, the possible variation for any angles depends on the type of amino acids. There are some common features for these two cases. The angles θs are close to 90
• , which suggests that the bond C α -N of residue b is parallel to the plane C-C α -N of residue a. At the same time, the difference between the angles ψ and φ is almost 110
• which is about the bond angle of the conformation C-C α -N . This observation indicates that the bond C α -N of residue a is parallel to the plane C-C α -N of residue b. Therefore, we could conclude that the two planes C-C α -N of the two residues are parallel to each other. Based on these analysis, we could image the basic configurations of the organization of the two amino acids. As examples, two typical conformations corresponding to these two zones are shown in Fig.3 (with Fig.3 (a) for zone I and Fig.3(b) for zone II).
The features discussed above are clearly illustrated in these figures. Fig.3(a) .
More interestingly, we find that there are different preferences for positive and negative projections. That is, positive projections prefer the zone II, and negative projections prefer the zone I. Especially, for the pairs constructed with two same-type amino acids, these kinds of preferences do exist (see Fig.4) . Considering the facts that the angles θs for two zones are mutually supplementary and two φs make almost a round angle, it is easy to find out that different combinations of angles (θ, φ, ψ) in the two zones may be the different descriptions for a pair of amino acids. Consequently, we could conclude that the different appearance of two zones is the result of the different projections (positive or negative). As a check, we transform the distributions related to negative projections based on the above-mentioned transformation for the angles θ and φ; that is, we change the index AI to AI = [(360−φ)/10]×36×18+[ψ/10]×18+[(180−θ)/10]. The newly generated distributions are almost the same as the corresponding distributions related to positive projections. This further justifies our statements for the equivalence of the two zones. In this sense, the orientational preference between amino acids is rather unique, which reflects that there are some orders in the packing of amino acids in protein systems.
In detail, the shape of these zones is not all the same for various kinds of pairs. For some pairs of amino acids, these zones are very sharp with little bias towards other orientations, while the preferences for some pairs of amino acids are not prominent and even ambiguous (as shown in Fig.5(a) ).
For example, for the contacts between amino acids Ala and Ala, the probability for the most probable orientation (80
• ) is about 50 times larger than the average probability for the corresponding distribution. Meanwhile, for the pair of amino acids Thr-Tyr, the ratio of maximal probability to the average probability is around 6. There are some more examples for these two kinds of pairs, with 'concentrated' preference or with dispersed distributions, such as, the pairs Cys-Gln, His-Asp whose preferences are rather 'concentrated', and the pairs Trp-Val, TyrSer with relatively 'flat' distributions. Practically, we distinguish between the two classes of distributions by a threshold (10 in the present case) of the ratio of the maximal probability to the average probability. It is found that the pairs with small-size amino acids often have concentrated preferential zones. On the other hand, the orientations of the amino acids of large size seem to be more complex and, thus, have a weak preference towards the common zones. This kind of phenomenon is a reasonable result of packing in protein systems. The packing between small amino acids is relatively simple, while the packing between large amino acids is often affected by their large side chains. Consequently, the orientational preferences of backbones would be modulated to fit the local arrangement. Therefore, the orientations of large amino acids show more fluctuations. It is still interesting to note that the main preferences (zone I and zone II) are robust for various amino acids, which shows the importance of directional interactions in packing of proteins. This kind of analysis can be further supported by the examples of the pairs between a small amino acid and a large amino acid (see Fig.5(b) ). Besides, for the pair Ala and Phe, the ratio of maximal probability to the average probability is still about 10, but there are much more peaks with their heights comparable to the highest one. In other words, the preferential zones have a broad distribution. Here, the large amino acid Phe also introduces some flexibility to the orientations. 
Specific preferences of orientations for some pairs of amino acids
Besides these major preferences, some pairs of amino acids may have some specific orientational preferences. Considering the effect of packing, these specific preferences are regularly related to the large amino acids. For example, the pair of Ser and Tyr has a preferential orientation with the projection angles (10 • , 280
• , 210
• ) as shown in Fig.6 , which shows two almost perpendicular C-C α -N planes. This is totally different from the parallel structure of common orientations for the above zones. From  Fig.6 , the effect of side-chain packing could be clearly visualized. This kind of perpendicular cases also happens for some other pairs of amino acids, such as AsnLeu, Asp-Ile, Glu-Met etc. For some geometrical special amino acids, such as Pro, there are some else specific orientations different from any above cases. For example, the pair of amino acids Pro and Met has a preferential angle set of (100
• , 170
The preferential angles for the pairs of amino acid Pro and other kinds of amino acids also show large variations. This may be attributed to the reduction of local flexibility of the protein chains caused by the special amino acid Pro. This suggests that the local flexibility of the chains could also affect the orientational organizations.
Orientational preferences related to secondary structures
Besides the exclusive volume effect of amino acids and flexibility of local structures, there are some other kinds of directional interactions, such as hydrogen bonds. How would these directional interactions affect the orientations between amino acids? It is well known that directional interactions are an important part of the origin of the secondary structures. [19] Therefore, the orientational preferences of amino acids with some certain secondary-structure preference would show features of directional interactions, which are given in the our following discussions. Bearing this purpose, we divide the amino acids based on their preferences to secondary structures into three classes: [20] the ones preferring to α-helix structures, the ones preferring to β-strand structures, and the ones with weak preferences to any two kinds of secondary structures. For simplicity, these classes are named as α class, β class, and ordinary class, respec-tively. Consequently, the orientations between α-class amino acids, between β-class amino acids, or between ordinary amino acids are analysed separately. Some representative cases are shown in Fig.7 . Clearly, different secondary structures produce different preferences of orientations. As shown in Fig.7(a) , the orientations between two α-class amino acids (say Ala and Glu) show the preferences to the angles (70
• , 30
• , 140
• ) and (110 • , 340
• , 100
• ), which match nicely the geometry of α-helix. The large difference between the peaks and the background of the distribution is consistent with the fact that the α-class amino acids are likely to take the helix structures. Interestingly, for the other two kinds of pairs, the peaks related to α-helix structure still exist, though the strength of the preference is much weaker as compared with the case of α-class amino acids. The existence of the common peak illustrates the popularity of helical motif in protein structure, which suggests the special preference of helices in protein architectures, as indicated in many papers. [21, 22] For the pair composed of two β-class amino acids (say Val and Ile), there is another preferential orientation with angles (120 • , 150
• , 320
• ) as shown in Fig.7(b) . This kind of orientations are actually the same as the preferred orientations in ideal β-sheet structures. The height of this peak is comparable to those of the common peaks in this case. The population of this new peak indicates the emergence of a different kind of structure (β-sheet structures). For the case with ordinary amino acids (say Gly and Leu) (Fig.7(c) ), the profile of the distribution is similar to that for β-class amino acids. Yet the positions of the peaks are different, and the whole distribution is somewhat flat. This is consistent with the feature of ordinary amino acids which have weak preferences to any structures. Clearly, the secondary-structure-related directional interactions do produce some intrinsic patterns of orientational preferences. These directional interactions could affect the orientations between amino acids more globally compared with the packing or local flexibility. Another interesting thing is that we could find out the preferences of amino acids to secondary structures by inspecting the orientation-dependent distributions. This to some extent provides a statistical characterization for properties of amino acids.
Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, through the statistics on orientations of contacted pairs of amino acids, the preferences of orientations are analysed, and the corresponding regularities are presented. There are common preference of orientations (70
• , 100 • ), which correspond to the configurations with parallel C − C α − N planes. Different kinds of side chains may make the distributions flat, especially for the amino acids with large side chains, e.g. Trp-Val, Tyr-Ser. Yet, the common orientations do exists. Some special preferences of orientations may happen for some specific pairs of amino acids, such as (100 • , 170
• , 290
• ) for Pro-Met. The distributions between the amino acids with different secondary-structure preferences are also investigated, which shows a clear correlation between the distributions of orientations and the properties of amino acids. All these observations suggest that the packing, local flexibility, and the directional interactions may all affect the orientational properties of the pairs of amino acids. These investigations provide us the knowledge about the relationship between interactions and the orientational arrangement of amino acids in proteins, which may benefit for further modelling of proteins.
